
Lossless Video Encoding  
& Streaming Solution

Lossless encoding and streaming device 
equipped with DVI and DisplayPort.

The Re/Vue Pro is a compact lossless video encoding and streaming device for  
mission-critical applications. It supports resolutions of up to 4096 × 2160. 

Lossless Encoding and Compression
The Re/Vue Pro offers lossless video encoding and 
streaming of connected DVI or DisplayPort video 
signals to third-party monitoring or recording appli-
cations. It supports resolutions of up to 2048 × 2160 
via DVI and 4096 × 2160 via DisplayPort. Loss-
less encoding maintains the quality of the original 
source data while industry-leading compression 
ratios of 8,000:1 to 30,000:1 minimize required 
storage for large volume image data. Frame rate 

can be configured for acquiring the ideal balance 
between maintaining high image quality and reduc-
ing data size. In addition, bandwidth usage is less 
susceptible to peaks due to intelligent sampling of 
the video data source.

Seamless Integration
The Re/Vue Pro can be seamlessly integrated into 
third party solutions such as those provided by 
ATC system integrators and recording solution 
providers. Fully detailed APIs including playback 
decoding and streaming are provided together 
with full Simple Network Management Protocol 
(SNMP) interface details.

Long-Term Assurance
The Re/Vue Pro is platform and graphics card 
independent so it is unaffected by any changes that 
may occur to the system. In addition, it is equipped 
with DVI and DisplayPort connections to ensure 
future support of any changes or upgrades to the 
system. 

Stream ATC video data with resolutions up to 
4096 × 2160.

DVI or DisplayPort

DisplayPort

Stream resolutions of up to 2048 × 2160

Stream resolutions of up to 4096 × 2160
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Mission-Critical Redundancy
Dual Ethernet outputs and dual external power 
supplies ensure continued operation in the event 
of external failure of a connected power source or 
network. Video from each of the connected video 
inputs can be simultaneously streamed across each of 
the Ethernet adaptors to independent networks. This 
allows users to both monitor a live video stream from 
a remote location and send the data to a back-end 
storage solution at the same time. 

Industrial-Grade Reliability
The Re/Vue Pro is a fanless solution built with no 
mechanical parts for high durability in mission-
critical environments. 

Centralized Control 
SNMP supports remote configuration as well as 
diagnostic monitoring of connected Re/Vue devices. 
In addition, the Re/Vue Pro can be managed 
through a web interface with configurations and 
control features or through the Re/Vue Lights Out 
Configuration 2 (LOC2) utility which is included free 
with the unit. This provides extensive flexibility in 
system administration, allowing you to manage an 
entire network from a centralized location. 

LOC2 provides centralized management for multiple  
Re/Vue devices within a Local Area Network (LAN)

Local Area Network (LAN)

Re/Vue 
Lights Out 
Configuration 2

Re/Vue Mini Series Re/Vue LiteRe/Vue Pro

Infield Software Updates
The Re/Vue Pro is capable of infield software 
updates through the LOC2 application. This 
minimizes downtime by ensuring that the latest 
features and enhancements are applied quickly and 
easily over the local network without needing to 
remove the product.

Specifications
Video Compression Ratio 8,000:1 to 30,000:1 (Actual compression ratio is 

dependent upon configuration parameters and video 
data type)

Supported Resolutions Per 
Channel

DVI or DisplayPort: 1280 × 1024, 1600 × 1200, 
1920 × 1080, 1920 × 1200, 1920 × 2160, 2560 × 
1440, 2560 × 1600, 2048 × 2048, 2048 × 2160
DisplayPort only: 3840 × 2160, 4096 × 2160

Maximum Video Resolution DVI: 4.2 MP – 2048 × 2160 dual link DVI
DisplayPort: 8 MP – 4096 × 2160

Maximum Frames Per Second 85 Hz for most resolutions (60 Hz for dual link 
resolutions) per channel

Video Connectors Dual link DVI-D input and output with full EDIC/DDC 
support; DisplayPort input and output (v1.2)

Power Supply 1 or 2 (optional) external AC/DC PSU

Power Consumption 20 W (maximum)

Dimensions (W x H x D) 164 mm × 38 mm × 104 mm

Net Weight 0.369 kg / 0.814 lbs

Ethernet 2 × GbE - SNMP Management

Warranty Two years

Dual Ethernet and external power supplies ensure 
continued operation.


